ABSTRACT Named entity recognition (NER) is one of the basic techniques in natural language processing tasks. Chinese NER is complicated and difficult which remains a major challenge. One of the main reasons is that the boundaries of entities in Chinese are blurred and closely related to word segmentation results. Previous studies for this task have broadly divided into two categories, word-based, and character-based methods. However, the former class suffers from the word segmentation errors, and the latter cannot make full use of the information on multiple granularities. To address these problems, we investigate a new dynamic meta-embeddings method and apply it to Chinese NER task, which utilizes attention mechanism to combine features of both character and word granularity in embedding layer. The meta-embeddings created by our method are dynamic, data-specific, and task-specific, since the meta-embeddings for same characters in different sentence sequences are distinct. The experiments on MSRA and LiteratureNER datasets validate the effectiveness of our model, and this method achieves the state-of-the-art results on LiteratureNER.
I. INTRODUCTION
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a fundamental task in Natural Language Processing, and it is the first step in many other applications such as entity linking, relationship extraction, and question answering. This task aims to detect the entity mentions in a sentence and classify each entity mention into one out of a given set of categories. Carefully hand-crafted features and context feature templates are key technologies to improve the system performance in previous research. With the continuous development of neural network, end to end models, such as LSTM-CRF models, are widely used to solve this problem. For Chinese Named Entity Recognition (Chinese NER), there are more complicated problems. Chinese lacks clear characteristics between words like space and capitalization in English, but entity boundaries are correlated with word segmentation results. Another reason is that one Chinese character contains multiple meanings and is context sensitive.
The NER task is typically solved as a sequence labeling problem. Previous studies show that the bidirectional LSTM-CRF models ( [1] - [4] ) achieve state-of-the-art performs in English NER task. Apart from basic bidirectional
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LSTM-CRF framework, those approaches typically utilize additional layers to enhance word representations with character level information. Moreover, both word and character representations the models apply are based on word embedding method which makes each word and each character correspond to a unique vector. As Chinese named entity boundaries are correlated with the results of word segmentation, a traditional way for Chinese NER is to apply word segmentation first and then perform sequence labeling. However, this word-based method dose not perform very well.
The major problem of applying word level NER models is how to treat the out of vocabulary (OOV) words, because Named Entities are an important source of OOV in word segmentation. Entity boundaries and segmentation results are closely related, and incorrect word segmentation may lead to incorrect NER labeling result. As shown in Figure 1 , we have a sentence '' (Nanjing Yangtze River Bridge is the landmark building in Nanjing)''. But after performing word segmentation, we may get two or many different results. One result is '' (Nanjing)'', ' ' (mayor)'', '' (Daqiao Jiang)'' and so on. When we perform Chinese NER based on this segmentation output, ' ' (Nanjing)''may be recognized as a location and '' (Daqiao Jiang)'' may be recognized as a person. Another segmentation result for this word sequence is '' (Nanjing city)'' and '' (Yangtze River Bridge)''. The Chinese NER system may give both phrases location tags. So which one is correct? Two different segmentation results lead to two distinct sequence labeling outcomes.
Recently, researchers have found that character-based models outperform word-based models in Chinese NER task ( [5] - [7] ). The shortcoming of character-based models is that the models focus on the per character information, and they can not fully exploit latent word and word sequence information which are potentially useful. To this end, the multi-granularity information is needed to improve the performance of character-based models. One of the basic steps for both word-based and character-based models is to select which pre-trained character or word embeddings to use. Different embedding sets vary greatly in quality and characteristics of the captured semantics [8] . Committed to getting rid of reliance on single set, studies of meta-embeddings have been gaining traction ( [9] - [11] ). The meta-embeddings ensemble different embedding sets, but the sets are in the same granularity, such as in the character level or in the word level. Moreover, the previous methods usually create the meta-embeddings in a separate preprocessing step, rather than in processing step which is dynamic for the specific task.
In order to solve the problem about word segmentation and overcome the shortcomings of the traditional character-based models, we explore a new dynamic meta-embeddings method which can dynamically combine information both in character and word granularity. To be more specific, this method can integrate word embeddings into character embeddings by applying attention mechanism, and the words are matched both in sentence sequence and lexicon. Compared with the traditional meta-embeddings whose results are determined to be constant, the dynamic method gets distinct embeddings for the same characters in different sentence sequences. Figure 2 provides an example of how this method processes. For each character in the sentence sequence or word sequence, we can find some words which are both in sequence and lexicon associated with this character, such as '' (long)'' in the word sequence '' (Nanjing Yangtze River Bridge)''. We can get three words from the sequence and lexicon, they are '' (mayor)'', '' (Yangtze River)'' and '' (Yangtze River Bridge)'', then we can obtain the meta-embedding related to '' (long)''. For another sequence '' (Not the Great Wall is not a good man)'', the meta-embedding of '' (long)'' is different from the former one, since in the latter sequence the matched word is '' (The Great Wall)''. In this paper, we propose a new dynamic meta-embeddings method and use it into Chinese NER task with a bidirectional LSTM-CRF structure. Compared with word-based models, our model is word-segmentation-free and can get rid of the troubles that the word segmentation brings to the Chinese NER. Compared with character-based models, our model explores a special but useful way to integrate word level and sequence information into character granularity information in the embedding layer.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• Our model utilizes attention mechanism to combine features of both character and word granularity in embedding layer.
• The dynamic meta-embeddings method we propose is data-specific and task-specific, since the meta-embeddings for the same characters in different sentence sequences are distinct.
• Our model achieves state-of-the-art performance on LiteratureNER dataset and gains good result on MSRA dataset.
II. RELATED WORK
NER task is typically solved as a sequence labeling problem. Traditional NER systems utilize Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [12] and Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [13] with manually defined discrete features to solve this problem. External resources such as gazetteers and human defined complex global features are also incorporated to improve system performance ( [14] , [15] ). Recently, researchers have shown an increased interest in deep neural network models and applied them to the NER task. It is shown that these models have the ability of learning more abstract features compared with traditional statistical VOLUME 7, 2019 models with indicator features for NER [16] . The neural network models require little feature engineering and can learn important features from word embeddings trained on large quantities of un-labeled texts. And most of the neural network models are end-to-end. There is no doubt that word embedding has revolutionized NLP.
To address the NER problems in English field, Huang et al. [17] presented a bidirectional LSTM-CRF model, but their model used hand-crafted spelling features and context features, such as uni-gram features and bi-grams features, then combined the above features with word embeddings as the input vectors to the network. Lample et al. [1] presented a bidirectional LSTM-CRF architecture as main structure, they employed another bidirectional LSTM layer to gain character granularity features for a word in the sentence sequence. Their model relied on two sources of information about words, character-based word representations learned from the supervised corpus and unsupervised word representations learned from unannotated corpora. For the same purpose, a bidirectional LSTM-CNNs-CRF architecture [2] used CNNs to model character-level information, so it can eliminate the need for most feature engineering. Similarly, a hybrid of bidirectional LSTM and CNNs [3] was presented to automatically detect word and character-level features. Different from the former one, the output of bidirectional LSTM at each time step was decoded by a linear layer and a log-softmax layer into log-probabilities for each tag category. In Chinese NER task, the bidirectional LSTM-CRF models are also applicable. Previous research has established that the character-based models perform better than word-based models ( [5] - [7] ), since the word-based models are usually affected by the word segmentation errors.
The first step in designing neural networks is to select what kind of word embedding set that is pre-trained and suitable for many NLP tasks to use ([18] - [20] ). Recently, there has been gaining traction on meta-embeddings ([8]- [11] ) which is an ensemble approach of combining different public embedding sets. There are many ensemble methods, such as concatenation, singular value decomposition and 1toN [8] . As shown in previous results, the ensemble approach can enhance the representations. To be more specific, meta-embeddings perform better than the individual embedding sets [8] . However, the meta-embeddings created by previous methods are not task-specific and data-specific because they are always gained in a preprocessing step and depend less on the task processing. Kiela et al. [21] introduced dynamic metaembeddings, which was an effective method for the supervised learning of embedding ensembles. Meta-embeddings and dynamic meta-embeddings all ensemble embedding sets in the same granularity, these methods cannot combine different granularity embedding results, such as character granularity embeddings and word granularity embeddings.
Our work pays more attention to the embedding layer of the total structure, and we propose a new dynamic method for meta-embeddings, a simple but effective way to combine both character and word granularity embeddings. It can be seen as an instance of the attention mechanism ( [22] , [23] ), and our work employs attention to integrate the lexicon word embeddings into character embeddings. We learn attention weight for each word associated with a certain character in current sentence sequence. It is a task-specific and data-specific dynamic representation, experiments on LiteratureNER and MSRA show that this method can improve the word-segmentation-free Chinese NER results.
III. MODELS
Inspired by the state-of-the-art English NER models, all the models in this section use bidirectional LSTM-CRF as the main network structure for Chinese NER. We propose gaining more character level and word level information in embedding layer by applying dynamic meta-embedding methods, so that the information flowing to the down processing steps can be task-specific and dataspecific. In this section, we introduce the character-based models and dynamic meta-embeddings methods in detail.
Expressed in formal language, an input sentence can be denoted as s = c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n , where c i is the ith character in the sentence. In addition, we center the character embedding and word embedding to zero mean, and the vectors in character and word embedding sets have the same dimension.
A. CHARACTER-BASED MODELS
In this subsection, we introduce two character-based models, the naive character-based model and char+seg-feature model. It is worth to noting that the latter one utilizes word segmentation results.
1) NAIVE CHARACTER-BASED MODEL
We set the naive character-based model as a baseline model. The naive model only utilizes a bidirectional LSTM-CRF structure on the character sequence c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n . Each character c i is denoted by:
where e c represents a character embedding lookup table.
A bidirectional LSTM uses the embedding sequence x c 1 , x c 2 , · · · , x c n to gain higher level feature representations. Bidirectional LSTM network extends the basic LSTM network by introducing a second layer in which the hidden states flow in an opposite temporal order. It includes left-toright and right-to-left directions to capture global sequence information.
The hidden vectors in left-to-right subnetwork are represented by − → h c 1 ,
We splice the subnetwork results, so the hidden vector of each character in bidirectional LSTM is:
A CRF layer is applied to h c 1 , h c 2 , · · · , h c n for sequence label prediction.
N. Zhang et al.:
Chinese NER Using Dynamic Meta-Embeddings FIGURE 3. The whole model using dynamic meta-embeddings.
2) CHAR+SEG-FEATURE MODEL
Most research on Chinese NER shows that applying word segmentation as additional features can improve the performance of the naive character-based model ( [24] , [25] ). In this model, we integrate the word segmentation information into the character representation in a concatenate way. We use BIO scheme to denote the word segmentation result. After adding word segmentation information, each character is represented by:
e c denotes a character embedding lookup table which is the same as that one in naive model, and e s represents a BIO scheme label embedding lookup table. The segmentation label of each character c i is given by a word segmenter and seg(c i ) is employed to formalize the labels. Then the sequence representation x cs 1 , x cs 2 , · · · , x cs n is applied by a bidirectional LSTM to obtain the hidden representations. Same as the naive model, the hidden information is denoted using:
Finally, a CRF model takes h cs 1 , h cs 2 , · · · , h cs n for sequence labeling.
B. DYNAMIC META-EMEDDINGS
The dynamic meta-embeddings method aims to ensemble character level and word level information, since the same character in different words may represent different meanings. In this subsection, we introduce the basic methods, such as CONC and SUM, and the effective and useful method we propose utilizing attention mechanism. The whole model is shown in Figure 3 , the small circles represent the combination methods for the vectors which can be concatenation or summation.
Formally, the character representation x c i in a sentence sequence is similar to the representation in naive character-based model. For each character c i , the lexicon words gotten from the sequence can be expressed as w i1 , w i2 , · · · , w im . These represent that there are m words matched both in lexicon and sentence sequence. Take the sequence '' (Nanjing Yangtze River Bridge)'' as an example, the character c 1 ('' (South)'') matches two words that are w 11 ('' (Nanjing)'') and w 12 ('' (Nanjing City)''). Lexicon word '' (Nanchang)'' also has '' (South)'' character, but it is not the matched word for this specific sentence because character '' (thriving)'' is not in sequence. And each word w ij is represented by:
e w denotes a word embedding lookup table.
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1) BASIC METHODS
• CONC:Concatenation In CONC method, the dynamic meta-embedding for a character is the concatenation of character embedding and m matched words embedding vectors. Each word is as important as the character when concatenating directly.
Taking into account the needs for neural network computing, the dynamic meta-embeddings must have the same dimension. In Chinese, a word containing more than four characters is rarely seen, so we set the number of matched words to 4. If a character has less than 4 matched words, we use zero vectors to fill the blanks. For example, the dimension of character embedding set and word embedding set is 50, then the dimension of CONC dynamic meta-embeddings is d = 50 + 50 + 50 + 50 + 50 = 250. The CONC dynamic meta-embedding of character c i is represented by:
Then we send the x conc
to bidirectional LSTM-CRF structure for sequence labeling.
• SUM:Summation Since each character in a sentence sequence has different number of matched words, the dynamic meta-embeddings obtained by CONC method have different number of zeros which are useless information. In order to alleviate this problem, we choose element-wise summation to integrate the character and word granularity features. In this method, the embedding sets on character and word level must have the same dimension. The SUM dynamic meta-embedding of character c i is denoted using:
The sequence x sum 1 , x sum 2 , · · · , x sum n is the input of the bidirectional LSTM layer.
2) ATTENTION-BASED METHOD
The attention-based method employs two separate layers of attention mechanism to integrate character and word level information. During the attention-based model processing, we combine the word granularity features using the first independent layer of attention mechanism, then we integrate the word level information into the character level by applying another single attention layer. The details about the attention-based method is shown in Figure 4 .
The total m words representation utilizing attention mechanism is:
a j x w ij (8) where a j is scalar weight obtained from an attention mechanism. The calculation of weight a j is represented by: where score(c i , w ij ) is the word score we give to the jth word. And it means the contribution that the jth word brings to the ith character and sequence. Give a simple example, we give 1 to each score(c i , w ij ) that means the contributions of all matched words are the same and the values of attention weights are related to the number of the matched words. The representation of attention-based dynamic metaembedding x am i is:
where α and β are the hyper parameters. The α is the weight of the character granularity features, and the β is the weight of the word granularity features. Both the two parameters are empirical values based on different datasets, experience and analysis. And the character and word granularity features are combined with element-wise summation. Similar to all the models we introduced above, a bidirectional LSTM layer obtains x am 1 , x am 2 , · · · , x am n to get hidden features, then a standard CRF layer utilizes hidden states h am 1 , h am 2 , · · · , h am n for labeling.
C. DECODING AND TRAINING
NER is usually regarded as a sequence labeling task, and it is often beneficial to explicitly consider the correlations between adjacent labels [26] . For example, each character in a sentence is labeled as one of B, I, O, E, S, which respectively indicates the beginning/intermediate/outside/end of a word and a word with single character. If there is a label ''I-XX'', the label before this label must be ''B-XX'' or ''I-XX''. A standard CRF layer is designed for decoding the sequence labeling task which involves two parts for prediction. One is the transition matrix T that models the relationship between adjacent labels. And the transition matrix T is also a model parameter. The other is the network structure's output h i , the hidden feature obtained from the bidirectional LSTM layer.
For a label sequence Y = y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y L , the unnormalized score can be defined as:
T y i ,y i−1 (11) the probability of the label sequence is defined as:
P(y|S) = e s(S,y)
y ∈Y e s(S,y ) (12) where the Y is the set that contains all valid label sequences. Then the final loss of the proposed model is defined as the negative log-likelihood of the ground-truth label sequence y * .
L(S, y
when training, the loss function is minimized by back propagation.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present our experimental settings and results. Firstly, we describe the evaluation datasets with their properties. Then we detail the parameters initialization such as character and word embeddings, tagging scheme and our network training parameters. Finally, we present the results of our models on the datasets we introduce below and compare them with previous work.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS 1) DATASETS
To make the results more accurate and convincing, we evaluate our models on the datasets shown in Table 1 . They are MSRA and LiteratureNER.
• MSRA comes from SIGHAN 2006 shared task for Chinese NER [27] . This dataset contains 3 entity types: person, organization and location. Statistics show that the dataset includes 48,998 sentences for training and 4,432 sentences for testing.
• LiteratureNER [28] is built from hundreds of Chinese literature articles where too short and too noisy articles are not included. There are 7 entity types: person, organization, location, abstract, time, thing and metric. The details of the dataset segmentation are that there are 26320 sentences for training, 2045 sentences for verification and 3016 sentences for testing. 
2) EMBEDDINGS
We use the word and character embedding sets provided by [29] . The two embedding sets are pre-trained by word2vec [30] over automatically segmented Chinese Giga-Word. 1 The lexicon has 704.4k words which contains single-character, two-character, three-character and other n-character words. All the embeddings both word and character are updated during model training by fine-tuning and have the same dimension.
1 http://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2011T13
3) TAGGING SCHEME
We apply BIOES scheme [14] to indicate the location of the token in the entity as the output tag. These capital letters are the first letters of Begin, Inside, Outside, End and Single. Many literatures ( [14] , [31] ) report that the BIOES scheme significantly perform better than BIO scheme because BIOES can have more detailed position information. Table 2 shows the values of hyper-parameters for our model. In particular, the character embedding and lexicon word embedding sizes are set to 50 because the dimension of character and word embedding sets is 50, and the hidden size of bidirectional LSTM models is set to 200. We use Adam [32] as the model optimization and use a gradient clipping of 5.0 [33] hoping this operation can reduce the effects of ''gradient exploding''. To overcome overfitting problems, we apply the dropout method [34] to regularize our model. As the Chinese NER model structure ( Figure 3 ) presents, we apply dropout on embedding layer or dynamic meta-embedding layer before sending vectors to the bidirectional LSTM unit. We fix dropout rate at 0.5 when training models. 
4) HYPER-PARAMETERS

5) EVALUATION METRICS
Same as the evaluation indicators employed in most previous works we also use Precision (P), Recall (R) and F1-score (F1). Precision reflects the proportion of the aspect tokens which are predicted correctly to the tokens predicted. Recall reflects the ratio of the aspect tokens that are predicted correctly to all the tokens in the data used, and F1 is the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall. The calculation formulas of the three indicators are:
where TP is the true positive, FP is the false positive, TN is the true negative and FN is the false negative. VOLUME 7, 2019
B. RESULTS
We achieve state-of-the-art results on LiteratureNER dataset and get good results on MSRA compared with previous Chinese NER models. In order to be more convenient when referring to the models later, the models we introduce are named as below.
• Character-baseline It is the naive character-based model which applies character embedding as the input of bidirectional LSTM-CRF structure, we choose this model as our baseline.
• Char+seg-feature It represents a character-based model using additional word segmentation features in embedding layer.
• DME-CONC This model employs dynamic metaembeddings, and CONC means using the basic method(concatenation).
• DME-SUM It is similar to DME-CONC, but the character and word vectors are combined by element-wise summation.
• DME-attention based In this model, we apply two attention layers to integrate character and word information, and the combination method we utilize is element-wise summation.
• DME-attention based-conc This model has the same structure as the DME-attention based model, but the combination method in this model is concatenation.
1) MSRA
Due to the lack of gold development file in this dataset, we divide the training set into 10 parts and took one of them as a verification set. The MSRA test results are shown in Table 3 , the top part shows our results compared with other models for Chinese named entity recognition and the other parts presents the results of the models we introduced above. Chen et al. 2006 [35] used character-based CRF model and finally achieved F1-score 86.20%. Zhou et al. 2006 [36] performed a little better than the first one by using a multi-phase model. However, their models were much more complicated which included a basic segmentation phase and three named entity recognition phases in total. To be more specific, they segmented the text with a character-level CRF model first, then applied three word-level CRF models to recognize the person, location and organization entities. Zhou et al. 2013 [37] based on a global linear model to identify and categorize Chinese NER. Moreover, this model gave 90.28% on F1-score. Their model improved the named entity recognition results a lot. It was worth mentioning that this model used 10 carefully designed feature templates special for Chinese NER and 31 context feature templates from [38] when processing. They even adopted a more specifically tagging scheme to improve the results, for example the new scheme changed PER tags which were shorter than 4 characters and began with a Chinese surname to Chinese-PER. Dong et al. 2016 [39] applied a bidirectional LSTM-CRF neural network that utilized both character-level and radical-level representations, and the F1-score approached 90.95% which was the best result among previous studies. The last model did not use any other carefully designed features, but converting character to radicals was a huge and complicated work.
Our DEM-attention based model outperforms previous best CRF model by +4.36% when α is 1 and β is 2.5. Compared with Zhou et al. 2013 , our model outperforms by +0.59% without using any hand-crafted features and other context feature templates. And it performs as well as Dong et al. model . However, our model does not need additional radical features, it can combine character and word granularity features in an effective way.
In addition, the other parts of the Table 3 show the role of our various components. Using DEM-attention based model increases the F1-score from 87.33% to 90.87% over the naive character baseline which only uses character embedding information. And without attention mechanism the F1 score decreases 0.53% on DEM-SUM model compared with our model, showing the influence of the attention part to the Chinese NER. It means that the attention part can help model select much more useful words and character information and attenuate the impact of redundant information. However, the DEM-CONC model performs better than DEM-SUM model that applies element-wise sum combination, here we cannot say which combination method is the best one. After we fine-tune the model parameters, our DEM-attention based model which employs element-wise summation as combination method gives the best result on F1-score. It can be clearly seen that CRF achieves better performance than bidirectional LSTM, which is probably attributed to the feature template. Our DEM-attention based model achieves F1-score 73.03% which is the state-of-the-art result on this dataset using the hyper-parameters given in Table 2 and setting α to 1 and β to 1.5. Same as what we do in MSRA, in this dataset we do not use any hand-crafted features and other context feature templates. Consistent with observations on MSRA, our DEM-attention based model significantly outperforms both the previous NER models and the additional models we introduce above, and gives state-of-the-art results. It outperforms bidirectional LSTM model by adding word level information to the whole model, and exceeds CRF model without any additional hand-crafted features.
2) LITERATURENER
The Char+seg-feature model performs a little better than Character-baseline model, which indicates that the information of words is very useful and can help the character level information perform. Compared with the character based models above, the DEM-attention based model obtains the best result, meaning that our model indicates the word level information to the character level effectively. And compared with DEM-SUM model, the DEM-attention based model adds +0.45% to the F1-score showing the importance of the attention part. The experiments both on DEM-attention based-conc model and DEM-CONC model are not very good compared with DEM-attention based model, they drop by 2.99% and 1.20% separately on F1-score that indicates the effectiveness of the element-wise summation. Same as the results of MSRA, the attention part does not perform well at concatenation models. The reason for this phenomenon may be that the attention part changes the raw word embedding results, and when we utilize concatenation, the words part cannot contain as much real information as the previous one. Table 5 shows a case study comparing character baseline, char+seg-feature and DEM-attention based model. As the example presents, the named entity '' (Taiwan association in Dongguan)'' has much ambiguity around. Character baseline and char+seg-feature model give the same result on '' (Taiwan association in Dongguan)'', which split this named entity into three part,'' (Dongguan)'', '' (Taiwan)'' and '' (Association)''. The Chinese NER results are not correct, since the phrase('' '') left is ungrammatical and pointless. In contrast, DEM-attention based model gives the correct entity recognition result, which integrates '' (Dongguan)'', '' (Association)'' and '' (Role)'' information to the right characters. It is worth mentioning that char+seg-feature model uses the word segmentation results, wrong segmentation outcomes effect the prediction of the named entities. However, the dynamic meta-embedding methods have the freedom of considering all lexicon words.
C. CASE STUDY
V. CONCLUSION
We propose a new dynamic meta-embedding method for word-segmentation-free Chinese NER task, which utilizes attention mechanism to integrate character granularity and word granularity information, and performs well on MSRA and LiteratureNER dataset. The meta-embeddings produced by our method are dynamic, data-specific and task-specific. However, there is nothing special for NER in the dynamic method, and it may be used to solve other sequence labeling problems in NLP which have strong correlations on the nearby characters, such as Part-of-Speech Tagging and Chinese Word Segmentation. In the future, we are planning to evaluate our model on these sequence labeling tasks.
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